
Designing the ApnaMask 

1. Goal: super simple mask design solutions  - cheap, easy, washable, 
durable, usable, and will be used the right way 

2. It is fairly well established that the Covid19 virus is capable of remaining in 
the air, either in droplet form, or aerosol for a number of hours. (diagram 
below. Also: https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-study-
idUKKBN2143PW)  

 

3. It is also acknowledged now that it is safer to wear a mask to prevent the 
spread of the virus, especially for a carrier, whether they are symptomatic 
or not. It is also safer for the entire community to adopt masks till the virus 
abates.  

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-study-idUKKBN2143PW


4. Human behaviour in India will swiftly move to the adoption of masks, but 
not necessarily to frequent changes of masks (required), nor will it 
necessarily be able to access quality masks 

5. It is best to leave factory produced surgical masks, and N95 masks for 
medical personnel, and others at risk. The way forward is a mask stitching 
industry for local seamstresses and DIY masks for those who cannot stitch 
more than the very basics.  

6. There are myriad patterns available for home seamstresses, but none for 
DIY mask makers with very very basic tacking skills.  

7. The masks that are available to the Bottom of the Pyramid are made of 
compressed tissue or sponge, and do not provide protection in times of 
this virus.  

 
 
 



8. The current designs of mask that are doing the rounds encourage cotton 
materials - even the CDC says that an old T shirt or a pillow case is good 
enough. The same paragraph in the CDC release also spoke of using 
bandannas in field hospital conditions. This is clearly not good enough.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
(Source: https://twitter.com/cmichaelgibson/status/
1239718351573843973?s=21 & https://www.researchgate.net/figure/
Filtration-Efficiency-and-Pressure-Drop-Across-Materials-Tested-with-
Aerosols-of-Bacillus_tbl1_258525804) 
 

9. Thee BoP (Bottom of Pyramid), DIY (Do it Yourself Mask), from now on 
called Apnamask must meet three broad critieria: 
 (i) It must protect adequately in line with current scientific research  
(ii) It must be made with easily accessible, cheap materials  
(iii) it must be Easy to Make.  
The three criteria of Science, Access and Ease must come together in the 
design instruction to create a mask that is both protective, and will actually 
be used.  

https://twitter.com/cmichaelgibson/status/1239718351573843973?s=21


10.Ideally, the mask should be washable, and must dry quickly, so that the 
user who deals with a hundred customers a day does not make do with the 
same mask for all, but finds it easy to discard and put it to wash in hot 
water. (60degreesC is the recommended wash temperature). When 
employers supply masks, they tend to use disposable masks as reusable 
in order to save expenditure. A washable mask would mean that a person 
can protect themselves at low cost and low effort.  

11.The number of layers used in the mask makes a difference, since each 
provides a modicum of protection, however, all layers CANNOT be woven 
layers. Two woven layers put together is not good enough, since they do 
not stop the virus by themselves. The design needs to be smarter than just 
that.  

12.The materials must meet these criteria:  
(i) cheap  
(ii) easily available even during a lockdown, eg at home/local  
(iii) Comfortable  
(iv) Washable and quick dry 
(v) Min number of materials needed to meet safety standards - simplify the 
DIY 

13.The materials (pls note plural, two materials will be discussed) used must 
be hydrophobic to a small extent. This means that ideally droplets must be 
resisted. This is why cottons are not adequate, since they are too porous, 
and the droplet can pass through. Plastic would meet this criteria, but that 
impairs breathability.  
 
Cotton, flannel etc will not work because both sides have to be protected 
from saliva. From the outside, so that it does not peter in towards the 
person wearing, and the inside layer, so that when speaking or breathing it 
does not become soggy. The middle layer has to also be protected from 
becoming soggy, this is why the air filtration layer is the middle layer.  
 
We need a material that includes these:  
(i) tight weave,  
(ii) has a significant synthetic component,  
(iii) is breathable,  
(iv) is very easy to access, and,  
(v)  very affordable. 
 
 These 5 elements must meet in choosing the material of the DIY mask. As 



of now, ordinary terrycot, the material that is used to make inexpensive 
shirts that retail at Rs.60-Rs100 on the roadside seems to be the best 
material that will meet all these criteria. This is an area that should be 
tested in lab conditions, but in any case, it is vastly superior to the cotton 
being currently suggested, and is cheaper, and more accessible. An old 
shirt that refuses to tear (suggestive of a tightly woven synthetic) can make 
2-8 masks depending upon size. But only a woven layer is not enough.  

14.The non woven layer that can either be stitched or inserted into the mask 
is the one that gives the real protection. The non woven layer can shrink or 
disintegrate in the wash, and is therefore recommended as an INSERT. 
This is an integral part of the ApnaMask design.  
 
Finding a non woven layer to hand is not going to be easy, however, India 
is fortunate that in areas where plastic bags were banned, a non woven 
polypropylene bag (https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/are-your-cloth-
bags-eco-friendly-they-could-be-made-plastic-say-experts-88386)was 
provided that looked like cloth but was indeed, a form of plastic, with some 
breathability.  
 
Research has said that vacuum bags provide 85% protection against virus 
particles of 0.2 micron size. The current virus rides on droplets that are 
even larger. Adding this non woven layer that is easily, and cheaply 
available will make the ApnaMask safe.  
 
These were tested, and they shrink very little, in line with terrycot, and thus 
can be stitched in as a middle layer too. They are washable upto a max of 
ten times, when they need to be restitched. As an insert, they can be 
replaced as frequently as the user can afford.  
 
They can also be removed for low risk situations, and inserted for higher 
risk situations, or applications. Non medical use only, of course. 
 

15.The sequencing of the layers used is important too. The terrycot layers 
must be both on the outer side, and on the inner layer that touches the 
skin and cheeks, while the non woven layer must be in the middle. The 
non woven layer cannot sustain without the protection of the cloth layers. 
The cloth layers (and prints and fashion shapes will make it even more 
fun) ensure the wearer does not take it off since they will be comfortable. 
The stitching of the outer layers can be done by hand too without impairing 
the fidelity of the mask, since there are no joints in the middle. The mask 

https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/are-your-cloth-bags-eco-friendly-they-could-be-made-plastic-say-experts-88386


meets CDC etc. standards even without the middle insert, however, the 
middle insert makes it safe for this current virus.  

16.The design principles for the ApnaMask are  
 
(i) Simplicity  
(ii) Minimise number and cost of materials  
(iii) Simplify the making process. A child should be able to make it  
(iv) No need for a machine - or even a measuring tape.  
(v) Efficacy, in light of current guidelines and research  

17.The design of the mask is ultra simple. It is a double sided bag, held 
sideways, with a thread pull. The thread pull works as the tie, whether 
looped behind the ears, or tied behind the head. The non woven insert 
goes in from either side of the bag.  
 
The design works because of three things  
(i) The materials 
(ii) The size of the cloth - the unit of measurement is one handspan, which 
covers the bridge of the nose to the base of the chin. Even with slippage, 
and frills due to tying, it covers enough. The width is the same, to ensure it 
covers half the cheek on either side, even for wide mouthed people.  
(iii) The ability to customise the design to shape of face, and to skill levels 
in making. For example, those with very small noses can add a small frill 
on the nose, and hold it with the same simple tacking stitch. Another 
e.g.,Those with stitching skills can add the horizontal pleats seen in masks 
in the market.  

18.The process of making the mask is illustrated in the diagram. Here are the 
steps.  
 
(i) Take 2 pieces of inexpensive terrycot cloth, one handspan by one 
handspan, and one non woven sheet from a not-cloth polypropylene 
grocery bag, again, the same size.  
(ii) Stitch channels on two sides of each cloth for the ribbon/thread/naala/
elastic/rope to become the tie, and the frill when pulled. These sides will go 
on to each cheek after being stitched in the next step  
(iii) Place the untidy stitching on the outside, place the cloths on top of 
each other to join the top and bottom(horizontal), leaving the channel sides 
open.  
(iv) Turn it inside out, for tidiness.  
(v) Thread 4 ribbon/naalas etc. through the 4 channels. When pulled 



through, on wearing, they frill up to ensure enough breathing room within 
the mask and proper grip on the face. If reqd, tie a knot to hold your fitting 
in place, and use the rest of the ribbon to tie behind the ears or head. 
(measure before cutting!) 
(iv) When using, insert non woven layer - this could be stitched in too with 
step 3, if required, it could also be doubled up inside the mask. This mask 
can be washed as it is, but check if non woven layer is ok before each use. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

19.Customisation for extra safety:  
(i) If there is a gap between the nose and the mask, then one could insert 
a simple wire to pinch it to the shape of the nose. For ApnaMask, the 
recommended customisation is to tack a simple stitch in the middle half of 
the top side, pull it tight to create a frill that sits on the bridge of the nose, 
thus pulling the cloth tighter to the face  
(ii) If the cloth chosen is too light, then one may add one more naala/ribbon 
on the top horizontal, and tie it at the back of the head to further secure it. 
This does not need another channel, it can just be slipped in, and the tying 
will hold it in place.  
(iii) For skilled tailors, horizontal pleats can be stitched in before putting the 
channels for the side ties in place, as can elastics be attached to the 
edges. The key is to remember to enable the insertion of the non woven 
layer.  

20.Efficacy should be measured on (i) Protection (ii) Massification (iii) Cost 
 
Protection: The filtration levels of this mask for the virus should be as close 
to surgical standards as is possible for a DIY, with the non woven insert 
done properly. If the non woven insert is good enough (there are different 
qualities available), then the Cambridge study indicates 85% protection, 
plus the terrycot layers, where the pores are not in alignment(naturally), 
causing further blockages and traps for the enemy virus, should make this 
high quality frugal innovation.  
 
Massification: The simplicity of the design, the ease of finding materials, 
and the ease of making should make this an everyperson product, for the 
masses very easily. It needs better visual communication, for sure. Thus, 
we call it ApnaMask 
 
Cost: The cost of the mask should be near zero if an old shirt is used to 
make 6 of these, and grocery bag inserts are used. This is for the DIY 
version. The other, more sophisticated versions will not exceed Rs. 6-10 
per mask. More sophisticated versions may only look better, but this 
design will still be among the safest. The ones with no money deserve the 



same, or even more protection than those who are protected indoors.  

21.Lab Testing for the Apnamask needs to be done, to measure it’s safety 
standards. There seems to be no conversion chart for textiles to micron 
measures used in the materials industry. Given that textiles also allow for 
permeability, porosity and other wicking capacities in their descriptions, as 
well as variation in construction, it is difficult to name a cloth easily 
available and understood in the market by the masses that can guarantee 
x microns of pass through. Having wasted a week on it, given the urgency 
of the requirement, I suggest we do not try to measure pore size, and go 
straight for lab testing using normally available cloths in the market - 
terrycot in particular. Also testing of cotton, synthetics, georgettes, dupatta 
materials is essential to prove relative efficacy, so that we do not 
encourage the use of the wrong materials and make sure the right - easily 
accessed (and named!) materials are used here.  

22.This and other mask designs can be customised for personnel, and can be 
manufactured by chains of home tailors, small karkhanas, MSME and 
small factories. Those designs may have more structure and complexity 
with the same safety levels.  
 
The current design of Apnamask can be produced at scale in under a 
minute, though a first time user (child) may take upto 15 minutes on the 
basic design at home. The more complex designs must also operate to 
recommended safety standards, unlike many designs seen on the internet. 
(e.g, the ones stitched in the middle lose the integrity of the cloth, with the 
pore size becoming about 2-4mm at the point of stitching. Even if they look 
nicer, they are dangerous)  

23.The Apnamask in this version, and the pleated versions (not shared here) 
can provide livelihoods to local women tailors (and men too). It might be 
worth designing a scheme for this national cause. Supply chains will also 
need to be ensured for this scheme to succeed.  

24.The Apnamask is first about designing for the poorest, but it is also about 
providing high standards of safety, comfort, and usability to those who 
cannot find masks in the market, and cannot really stitch pleats etc. This is 
about ensuring our doctors and frontline staff have first claim to medical 
masks, by trying to design this non medical mask for mass safety.  

25. This is a draft design being shared with specialists for validation and 
support. It has the potential to help in the fight against Covid19, but is not 



being put out as a solution unless validated by the right authorities. As a 
DIY design for ordinary use, it supplements the various other mask 
designs available. No claims for efficacy can be made at this stage, and 
testing is requested.

(This is being issued with a creative commons licence, use with attribution) 
 
 
 


